
 

 

“Wine is a wonderful and delicate beverage that 
has the power to bring people together, sharing 
unique moments that will be remembered for a 
long time. 

Our wine list features an eclectic collection of 
Champagnes, white and red wines, Sakes and 
dessert wines made by makers from France & 
Asia, who for most of them, are working with an 
eco-responsible philosophy. All the wines are 
carefully selected to complement Chef Vicky’s 
French and Asian Cuisine focusing on female 
winemakers. 

The work of art of some of the best growers as well 
as well-known producers in the fields matches the 
skills and dedication of each member of the Team 
at Tate Dining Room.”

A Wine List Curated by 
Restaurant & Beverage Manager 

François Ferrand 

In Collaboration with 
Chef Vicky Lau
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Champagne, Montagne de Reims

CHARTOGNE TAILLET Merfy

Alexandre comes from a long line of Champagne winegrowers with a history back from the XVIIth. In 
1978 Philippe Chartogne his father took over the estate and since 2006 Alexandre takes care of the vines. 

2014 « Les Couarres Château » Blanc de Noirs - Extra Brut 1,880

♛ PIERRE BAILLE#E (PÉRINE BAILLE#E) Trois Puits

Périne Baillette, daughter of P. Baillette, is now the owner of the family house. $e family produces 
around 13.000 btles per year and with the help of 2 horses, tries to use as less machines as possible. 

2015 « Rilly-la-Montagne » Grand Cru 1,480

2015 « Verzenay » Grand Cru 1,480

BÉRÊCHE RAPHAËL & VINCENT Ludes

Raphaël and Vincent Bérêche have been working with their father Jean-Pierre since 2004, giving a new 
directive to the 9 ha estate. Grapes from their different plots give unique blends. 

2011 « Le Cran » 1,680

JÉRÔME PREVOST - LA CLOSERIE Gueux

With a property of 2.2 ha only, Domaine La Closerie is a little gem in Geux village since 1987. Jerome 
Prevost focuses on Pinot Meunier and Chardonnay grapes and only on certain great vintages. 

NV « Les Béguines » Extra Brut 1,980

DAVID LECLAPART Trépail

Since creating his 3 ha vineyard in 1998, David is a great advocate of biodynamic farming with local 
yeast. His modern style of Champagne is driven by elegance, tension and purity in taste. 

2015 « L’Astre » Blanc de Noirs 2,280

VILMART & CIE Rilly-la-Montagne

Since 1890, Maison Vilmart delivers handcra&ed champagnes respecting its land and people. 1er Cru Brut 
is beautifully balanced with layers of lemongrass and grapefruit with a refreshing, harmonious and 
persistent finish. 

NV « Grand Cellier » 1er Cru 1,080

Prices in HK$ subject to 10% service charge 
♛ Female Wine Maker 2



Champagne, Montagne de Reims

♛ KRUG Reims

$e House was established in Reims in 1843, by Joseph Krug, a visionary with an uncompromising 
philosophy. Since 2006, Julie Cavil, the cellar master is perpetuating the quest of excellence.

2006 « Vintage » 3,880

LOUIS ROEDERER Reims

Founded in 1776 and inherited by entrepreneur Louis Roederer in 1833, the vision has always been to 
master every stage of the wine’s creation. One of the last family-owned Maison in Champagne region.

NV « Brut Premier »

2012 « Cristal » 3,280

2012 « Brut Nature Rosé by Ph. Starck »

LANSON Reims

Founded more than 260 years ago, Lanson continues the Family heritage with a wide range of wines, 
including some premium Cuvées. $e red Lanson Cross on the bottles pay homage to the founder’s son 
who was a member of the Hospitaller’s Order of Malta in 1798. 

MV « Extra Age » Blanc de Blancs 1,580

BERNARD LONCLAS Reims

Created recently with renowned Bernard Lonclas, the “BB Signature” cuvée pays tribute to French idol, 
Brigitte Bardot. Champagne is matured for 4 years on the lies with only 3000 bottles produced per year. 

NV « BB Signature » Blanc de Blancs - Extra Brut 1,280

RUINART Reims

$e House of Ruinart is unlike any other. It was the first established House of Champagne in 1729 and 
inspired by the intuition of a monk well ahead of his time… It is now acclaimed all around the world.

NV « Blanc de Blancs » 1,680

PIERRE PAILLARD Bouzy

Brothers Quentin and Antoine Paillard are 8th generation growers running the House. $ey have been 
cra&ing wine in the Grand Cru village of Bouzy for more than 200 years and are farming sustainably. 

XV « Les Parcelles - Bouzy » Grand Cru 1,180

ANDRE CLOUET Bouzy

Generations of Clouets have been cra&ing Champagne since 1741 in Bouzy village. Attention to detail and 
family traditions result in boutique masterpieces like the flowery and robust 2009 vintage.

2009 « Millésimé » 1,180

( 190) 1,180

( 290) 1,680

Prices in HK$ subject to 10% service charge 
♛ Female Wine Maker 3



Champagne, Vallée de la Marne

BILLECART-SALMON Mareuil-sur-Aÿ

Created in 1818 with the marriage of Francois Billecart and Elisabeth Salmon. Today, 7th generation 
Mathieu Roland-Billecart is continuing the legacy of cra&smanship and uniqueness. 

NV « Brut Sous Bois » 1,480

2002 « Nicolas François Billecart » 3,280

NV « Brut Rosé » 1,780

NV « Brut Rosé » Half Bottle 980

DHONDT-GRELLET Flavigny

Created in 1986 when Belgian farmer Eric Dhondt married local lady Edith Grellet and started with 2 ha 
of land in Flavigny village. $ey now have 6 ha ran by son Adrien. $e accent is put on simple techniques 
similar to Burgundy’s philosophy to pay tribute to their unique terroir. 

NV « Dans un Premier Temps » Extra Brut 1,080

HENRI GIRAUD Aÿ

Settled in the village of Ay, the Giraud-Hemart Family has been making wines since 1625, mainly with 
Pinot Noir. It is only since Claude Giraud is leading that the Champagne bottles have their name on it. 

MV15 « Fût de Chêne » 2,980

NV « Dame Jane Rosé » 1,380

CA#IER Epernay

With family values since 1625, Alexandre Cattier is the 13th generation of wine makers, producing some of 
the most renowned Champagnes with a team not bi(er than 20 devoted people. 

2009 « Brut Premier Cru » 2,080

Prices in HK$ subject to 10% service charge 
♛ Female Wine Maker 4



Champagne, Vallée de la Marne

♛ FRANÇOISE BEDEL Crouttes-sur-Marne

Known for her unique biodynamic approach to winemaking since 1979, Françoise Bedel now with her son 
Vincent produces powerful champagnes with personality and good conscience of keeping nature beautiful 
the generations coming.

NV « Entre Ciel et Terre » Extra Brut 1,280

2006 « L’âme de la Terre » Extra Brut 1,580

♛ A.R. LENOBLE Damery

$e story begun in 1870 continues the same way today with siblings Anne and Antoine Malassagne. For 
over 20 years, guided by their convictions of offering the best wines from their 18 plots of premium land. It 
is one of the last family-owned Champagne Houses. 

2008 « Chouilly » Grand Cru Blanc de Blancs 2,280

MOËT & CHANDON Epernay

Following the heritage of monk Dom Pierre Perignon since 1670, the first vintage of world-famous Dom 
Perignon was 1921 and was released in 1936, sailing to New York in the liner Normandie.

2010 Dom Perignon 2,480

POL ROGER Epernay

$is Cuvee is the flagship of the House created in 1849 and a tribute to the friendship between Odette Pol-
Roger and Churchill started in 1944. Generally made with a majority of Pinot Noir and released 10 years 
a&er its vintage year. 

2009 « Cuvée Sir Winston Churchill » 3,180

Prices in HK$ subject to 10% service charge 
♛ Female Wine Maker 5



Champagne, Côte des Blancs

PIERRE PETERS Le Mesnil-sur-Oger

$e estate has been a family house for six generations and has produced Grand Cru Blanc de Blancs 
Champagnes since 1919. $e wines come exclusively from their own 19 ha of around 30 years old 
Chardonnay vines. 

2015 « L’Esprit » Grand Cru Blanc de Blancs 1,980

AGRAPART Avize

Founded in 1894, this has become one of the finest producers with Pascal Agrapart since 1984. His 10 ha,  
not buying grapes externally, he works according to natural rhythms and sensibilities, without any 
chemical products. 

NV « Terroirs » Grand Cru Blanc de Blancs - Extra Brut

♛ DUVAL-LEROY Vertus

“Inspired by passion, not fashion”, the estate is a family business since 1859, run by Carol and her 3 sons 
Julien, Charles and Louis. $eir unchangeable aim is to produce champagnes with the essence of finesse, 
lightness and elegance 

NV « Brut Réserve » Half Bottle 520

2006 Précieuses Parcelles « Clos des Bouveries » Blanc de Blancs 1,980

2007 Précieuses Parcelles « Bouzy » Grand Cru 1,980

2002 « Femme de Champagne » 3,980

NV « Rosé Prestige » 1er cru 1,280

JACQUES SELOSSE Avize

Jacques Selosse founded his champagne house in 1949 in Avize. His son Anselm took over in 1974. Work is 
always done in respect of nature which results in exceptional and rare cuvées. 

NV « Aÿ, La Côte Faron » Grand Cru 6,080

SALON Le Mesnil-sur-Oger

Unique champagne, defined by its singularity since 1905 by Eugene-Aime Salon: making exceptional wine 
from a single terroir-Côte des Blancs, a single cru-Le Mesnil-sur-Oger, a single grape variety-Chardonnay 
and only in great vintages. 

2007 « S » Blanc de Blancs 7,280

1997 « S » Blanc de Blancs 8,880

( 260) 1,680

Prices in HK$ subject to 10% service charge 
♛ Female Wine Maker 6



Champagne, Côtes de Sézanne et  Aube

FLEURY PÈRE & FILS Courteron

Family-owned vineyard founded in 1901 by Emile Fleury and working with biodynamic ethics ever since. 
$eir 15 ha plant Pinot Noir in majority with elegant acidity and delightful robustness. 

NV « Fleur de l’Europe » Brut Nature 980

1990 « Blanc de Noirs » 2,880

♛ MARIE COURTIN Polisot

Dominique Moreau founded in 2005 her domain in Polisot on the Côte des Bar under the name of her 
grandmother Marie Courtin, a person she describes as particularly earthy. From the beginning of 1 ha, she 
expanded her vineyards to 2.5, producing unique wines reflecting its terroir. 

NV « Eloquence » Blanc de Blancs Extra Brut 1,580

2015 « Présence » Extra Brut 1,680

Taiwan

♛ WEIGHTSTONE VINEYARD ESTATE Taichung

In 2010, Ben Yang had the idea of growing new and traditional grape varieties locally with modern 
technolo* to enable the sustainability of local growers. $e 4.6 ha estate, managed by Ben’s daughter 
Vivian, has created truly modern still and sparkling fine wines. 

2016 Blanc de Blancs Extra Brut 1,680

2015 Gris de Noirs Extra Brut 1,680

Prices in HK$ subject to 10% service charge 
♛ Female Wine Maker 7



China (white)

JADE VINEYARD

Situated on 1,000m altitude in Ningxia, Northern-China. Since 2010, Jade Vineyard has become one of 
the finest Chinese vineyards. Lead by Emma Ding, it produces French style white, rose and red wines from 
Chardonnay, Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot vines.

2018 Jade Vintage

PUCHANG VINEYARD

Starting with vines planted by local winery in 1975, Mr KK Cheung from Hong Kong purchased 67 ha of 
promising land in 2008 and renamed it Puchang Vineyard. Located at the same latitude as Bordeaux in 
the Turpan Valley of Xinjiang by the Tianshan Mountains Basin, it offers local and traditional grapes 
varieties. 

2017 Xingjiang 880

( 160) 780

Taiwan (white)

♛ WEIGHTSTONE VINEYARD ESTATE

In 2010, Ben Yang had the idea of growing new and traditional grape varieties locally with modern 
technolo* to enable the sustainability of local growers. $e 4.6 ha estate, managed by Ben’s daughter 
Vivian, has created truly modern still and sparkling fine wines. 

2016 WE by Weightstone « Musann » 1,480

Bordeaux  (white)

CHÂTEAU LATOUR-MARTILLAC

Originating in the 12th, built by the Montesquieu forefathers, the clock tower is the last remaining part of 
the small castle. $e estate is in the hands of the Kressmann Family since 1930. $eir distinct gold and 
sand wide diagonal stripes label was designed in 1934 and  is still using today. 

2016 Grand Cru Classé Graves, Pessac-Léognan 1,080

CHÂTEAU TRONQUOY-LALANDE

Formed in the 18th century around the Château built for the Tronquoy family by Victor Louis, the 
architect of the Grand $éâtre in Bordeaux. In 1968, it was bought by Jean Texier and his wife Arlette 
Castéja-Texier. Since 2006, the Bouygues Family runs it and follows the tradition. 

2012 Bordeaux Blanc 1,280

Prices in HK$ subject to 10% service charge 
♛ Female Wine Maker 8



Burgundy (white)

CHABLIS
DOMAINE SÉGUINOT BORDET

Dating back to 1590, the history of the vineyard is unique. Jean-Francois Bordet is the 27th generation 
there, working every day on his 16 ha of land producing 8 different cuvée of Chardonnay. $e maritime 
origin of the soil gives a unique iodine taste to their wines.  

2019 Chablis 1er Cru « Vaillons »

DOMAINE PA#ES LOUP - THOMAS PICO

$e domaine is the solo venture of $omas Pico, started in 2004. He has previously worked in his 
grandfather’s vineyard Bois d’Yver and was trained under other winemakers. He farms organically and 
age its wines before bottling which creates a distinctively rich taste. 

2017 Chablis 1er Cru « Butteaux » 1,480

2018 Chablis 1er Cru « Vaillons » 1,580

VINCENT DAUVISSAT

Domaine Vincent Dauvissat was established in the 1920s by grandfather Robert and Vincent is in charge 
since thevlate 1970s.  It is composed of 12 ha on Jurassic stone soil. $e wine is le& in French oak barrels 
for  few months to mature to create a robust, deep and complex style of Chablis. 

2011 Chablis 1er Cru « La Forest » 2,880

2016 Chablis 1er Cru « La Forest » 2,980

FRANÇOIS RAVENEAU

Created in 1948 by François Raveneau and now is run by his sons Bernard and Jean-Marie with 
Bernard’s daughter Isabelle. $eir 8 ha of vines are farmed traditionally and carefully, including 3 Grand 
Cru vineyards and 6 Premier Crus, which gave them a pristine reputation. 

2016 Chablis 1er Cru « Montée de Tonnerre » 4,480

CÔTE DE NUITS

PHILIPPE PACALET

Since 1999, Philippe Pacalet did not own any vineyard but to rent or partner with winemakers who share 
the same philosophy as him. Following the training from Marcel Lapierre, he now offers on his own white 
and red wines from different appellations and he is recognized as a great producer. 

2018 Nuits-Saint-Georges, Pinot Blanc 2,080

( 190) 880

Prices in HK$ subject to 10% service charge 
♛ Female Wine Maker 9



CÔTE DE BEAUNE
ETIENNE SAUZET

It all begins in the first part of the 20th century with Emile Boudot’s great grandfather Etienne Sauzet 
who created domain with the same name in Puligny-Montrachet. A&er 4 generations, the vineyard has 15 
ha of white vines distributed into 3 appellations, mainly on Premier and Grand Crus. 

2015 Bourgogne Blanc 980

REMOISSENET

$e Maison established in 1877, having 13 ha in Beaune and Gevrey-Chambertin. It produces a wide range 
of white and red wines mainly in Premiers Cru with a non-interventionist ethos, sorting all the grapes by 
hand under the control of Claudie Jobard. 

2017 Pernand-Vergelesses 1er cru « En Caradeux » 1,080

MARC COLIN

Created in the late 1970’s, the estate now has 12 ha of land on 26 appellations and is run by Marc’s 
children: Caroline and Damien. $ey produce around 80,000 bottles per year. Experimenting with organic 
culture, they aim to offer pure and lengthy fine wines. 

2017 Saint-Aubin 1er cru « En Remilly » 1,180

PIERRE Y.C. COLIN

$e domain started in 2001 from Pierre-Yves Colin and Caroline Morey, both children of winegrowers. 
$ey started with 2 ha of land inherited from Colin’s family and now operate 13 in 5 villages with a 
majority of Chardonnay. 

2016 Saint-Aubin 1er cru « Chatenière » 1,880

VINCENT GIRARDIN

Vincent Girardin created the domain recently in 1980, at the age of 19. Vincent is the son of a family of 
winegrowers based in Santenay since the 17th century, he decided to strike out on his own, and began 
producing wine from two hectares of vines on 9 villages that he had inherited from his parents. 

2015 Chassagne-Montrachet 1er cru « Les Chaumées » 1,580

2016 Puligny-Montrachet 1er cru « Les Combettes » 1,980

SIMON BIZE

1880 marks the creation of the vineyard in Savigny-les-Beaune. Since then, each generation brought its 
knowledge, care and innovations to develop the family treasure. Since 2013 and the passing of Patrick Bize, 
his wife Chisa & his sister Marielle take care of the legacy in the 22 has of land they own. 

2015 Corton-Charlemagne 3,480

Prices in HK$ subject to 10% service charge 
♛ Female Wine Maker 10



DOMAINE BAILLOT-MILLOT

Charles Ballot run the estate created by the union of his grandparents since 2000. 7 of his 12 ha of land 
are situated in Meursault with vines age from 40 to 70 years. $e wines are always matured in wood 
barrels, complementing the earthy notes of the terroir. 

2015 Meursault 1er cru « Les Narvaux » 1,480

♛ ANNE BOISSON

Siblings Anne and Pierre Boisson make wine in separate vineyards that once were their father Bernard’s 
8.5 ha estate. $ey both refuse the use of oak and filtration in the vinification process, which makes the 
most mineral side of Meursault appellation. 

2015 Meursault 1,980

♛ LEROY (MAISON)

Francois Leroy formed the vineyard in 1851. His son Henry and daughter Lalou Bize-Leroy joined the 
family business in 1955. With their great devotion, they have made the estate a true jewel of Burgundy. 

2015 Meursault 4,980

♛ DOMAINE LEFLAIVE

Dating back to 1717, the domaine passed through the dedication of 3 generations. Since 1994, Anne-Claude 
Leflaive took over the running of the domain and has converted it into biodynamic winemaking. 

2016 Puligny-Montrachet 1er cru « Les Pucelles » 5,480

DOMAINE DE LA VOUGERAIE

Siblings Jean-Charles & Nathalie Boisset run the estate that was started by their father in 1964:  a mosaic 
of 67 plots over 34 ha, two thirds in Côte de Nuits & one third in Côte de Beaune in 33 appellations. $e 
vineyard is cultivated organically with the philosophy of revealing the excellence in their terroir.

2015 Puligny-Montrachet 1,680

DOMAINE ALBERT BICHOT

$is Domaine is a leading family-owned and run negociant house & estate owner in Burgundy, formed in 
1831 & now based in Beaune. $ey owned more than 100 ha sustainably farmed vineyards, divided among 
six estates. 

2015 Chassagne-Montrachet Half Bottle 790

Prices in HK$ subject to 10% service charge 
♛ Female Wine Maker 11



CÔTE CHÂLONNAISE
A&P DE VILAINE

Domaine de Villaine, run by Aubert and his wife Pamela, is located between Chassagne-Montrachet and 
Santenay to the north & Rully and Mercurey to the south. $is small and sunny valley has a rich 
tradition of producing wines of great quality. 

2016 Rully « Les Saint-Jacques » 980

MÂCONNAIS
MAISON VALE#E

Philippe Valette is the 3rd generation of winemakers and oversees the Maison for almost 20 years. $e 15 ha 
winery has the characteristics of aging up to 6 years before bottling. $e result in some fine, robust, 
complex and well-balanced wines. 

2014 Pouilly-Fuissé « Tradition » 980

Jura (white)

♛ BÉNÉDICTE & STÉPHANE TISSOT

Following the heritage of Andre and Mireille Tissot, Benedicte and Stephane now run the 35 ha of the 
Domaine Tissot, producing typical local white and red wines. With a team of 15 people, they extract the 
best of their plots by using organic and traditional methods. 

2015 Arbois « Savagnin » 880

JEAN-FRANÇOIS GANEVAT

He took over the family’s vineyards in 1998 a&er his winemaking experience in Burgundy. He is the 14th 
generation to work on this land. $e local wines are produced by traditional and organic methods and 
aged for a long time in wood barrels & amphora. 

2016 Côtes du Jura « Grands Teppes » 1,780

Loire valley (white)Prices in HK$ subject to 10% service charge 
♛ Female Wine Maker 12



CENTRE-LOIRE

♛ DOMAINE DU NOZAY

Even though its history dates back to the 17th century, $e Nozay took on a different form in 1961 and the 
expansion of the Sancerre appellation in the town of Sainte Gemme en Sancerrois. In 1970, Baron Philippe 
de BENOIST and his wife Marie-Hélène took over with son Cyril and now cultivate organically 15 ha. 

2019 Sancerre 780

VINCENT PINARD

Vincent Pinard has a family history of 20 generations in winemaking which goes back to the days of 
Henri IV. His two sons Florent and Clément have now taken over the 17 hectares estate and are following 
in their father’s footsteps, doing all the work by hand and loving their terroir. 

2018 Sancerre « Nuance »

GÉRARD BOULAY

Gérard Boulay comes from a long line of winemakers as records show the Boulay family farming in the 
area back in the 14th century. Gerard now cultivates all by hand 11 hectares of steep south-facing vines 
with traditional methods and great care to show the best of his land with a team of only 4 members. 

2018 Sancerre « La Côte » 880

DIDIER DAGUENAU

Considered the best Pouilly-Fume winemaker in the world, Didier was a reference in his approach to 
make wine as he was producing white wines made to be aged in the cellar. A&er is passing away in 2008, 
his 2 children continue the same amazing work in the vineyard. 

2016 Pouilly-Fumé « Silex » 2,480

CHÂTEAU FAVRAY

Chateau Favray is a family estate of 17 hectares, distinguished by the presence of Françoise de la Rivière, 
lady in waiting of Queen Margot. When she married François de Reugny in 1602, she became Dame de 
Favray. Since 1981, David Quentin started a rebirth of the estate with his hard work and dedication. 

2018 Pouilly-Fumé 580

DOMAINE CAILBOURDIN

With half of the 20 hectares being “old vines” on the best slopes of the Appellation, the Domaine is 
regarded as one of the finest of the region since its creation in 1980. Alain and his son harvest and vinify 
the grapes on the different parcel separately, producing 4 distinct elegant cuvées. 

2018 Pouilly-Fumé « Les Cris » 680

( 160)  780

Prices in HK$ subject to 10% service charge 
♛ Female Wine Maker 13



CENTRE-LOIRE
MICHEL REDDE & FILS

$e Redde family started winemaking in Pouilly-sur-Loire in 1630. Michel, born in 1930 in Saint-
Andelain, his son $ierry, and now grandsons Stephane and Romain continue the tradition of natural 
winemaking method that can show the best characteristic of their land. 

2017 Pouilly-Fumé « Les Bois de Saint-Andelain » 980

TOURAINE

DOMAINE DE LA TAILLE AUX LOUPS

Since 1989, Jacky Blot becomes a true master and a reference in wine making in the region. His 25 ha of 
50- to 75-year-old vines of Chenin blanc, with mix of stony limestone and clay combined with his organic 
approach , resulted in unique wines that can be difficult to find these days. 

2018 Montlouis-sur-Loire « Clos de Mosny » 980

ANJOU-SAUMUR

♛ DOMAINE PITHON-PAILLÉ

Jo Pithon started his domaine in 1978 elevating the Anjou appellation to the world. As he was close to 
retirement, Adrien Moreau joined in 2018 to continue his work under a new owner and a new name 
"Domaine Belargus", currently farming organically 26 ha. 

2017 Anjou « La Fresnaye » 880

♛ DOMAINE AUX MOINES

$e 22 ha of Domaine Aux Moines is in the hands of Monique Laroche since 1981. Her daughter Tessa 
brought more her experience and knowledge to make very elegant wines. $ey continue their traditions 
that started in the Middle Ages by the Monks of the nearby Abbaye of St-Nicolas. 

2018 Savennières « Roche aux Moines » 1,280

DOMAINE GUIBERTAU

Guibertau has a long history of winemaking in the Loire Valley. Romain took over the family estate in 
1996 and cultivate his 12 ha of land in an organic way. His vinification method results in refined, pure 
and elegant white and red wines. 

2015 Saumur « Clos des Carmes » 1,580

PAYS NANTAIS
DOMAINE DE L’ÉCU

Under the energic hands of Fred Niger, the estate continues to surprise the best wine connoisseurs with his 
20 cuvees made from his 25 ha of land. He farmed in an organic way for over 43 years by hand and with 
respect of nature which made him successful in over 35 countries. 

2018 Vin de France « Taurus » 980

Prices in HK$ subject to 10% service charge 
♛ Female Wine Maker 14



Alsace (white)

ALBERT BOXLER

$e vineyard’ started in 1673 and is next to Colmar. It is currently managed by Jean Boxler and his wife 
Sylvie. It is planted mainly in Grands Crus areas and on very steep hillsides. It spreads on around 13 ha, 
producing on average 65,000 bottles per year. 

2017 Pinot Gris Grand Cru « Sommerberg » 1,280

2018 Gewurztraminer Grand Cru « Brand » 1,380

2019 Riesling Grand Cru « Sommerberg » 1,480

DOMAINE JOSMEYER

Lead by sisters Celine and Isabelle Meyer, the 28 ha organic vineyard produce all the traditional Alsace 
grapes in white and red. $e style of the winery is dry and precise. $ey respect the nature and believe 
that“gastronomic wines to be enjoyed with good food”. 

2018 Riesling « Le Dragon » 980

DOMAINE MERSIOL

Located on the hillside of Dambach-la-Ville in the Alsace region of North-eastern France bordering 
Germany, the Mersiol family heritage dates back to the 18th century. Nowadays, 12 ha are planted and 
Domaine produces 100% organic white and red wines. 

2018 Riesling 580

2016 Riesling Grand Cru « Frankstein » 880

Prices in HK$ subject to 10% service charge 
♛ Female Wine Maker 15



Rhone valley (white)

NORTH
FERRATON PÈRE & FILS

1946 marks the creation of the Maison by Jean Orëns Ferraton with 3 ha of land,. His son Michel helped 
to expand the business. In 1998, they started biodynamic farming and now it becomes a big negociant 
making wines in 10 Rhône appellations. 

2017 Condrieu « Les Mandouls » 1,080

JEAN-MICHEL GERIN

Jean-Michel Gerin, the 6th generation of winemakers, started his own vineyard in 1983. It spreads over 280 
ha in the Cote Rotie, Condrieu and St Joseph appellations. His sons Michael and Alexis are following their 
father’s steps in winemaking to develop the family a,air. 

2019 Condrieu « Les Eguets » 1,380

♛ GEORGES VERNAY

Christine Vernay is the 3rd generation of winemakers since 1937. She runs the 24 ha since 1996 and made 
the vineyard to be renowned across the globe. 

2015 Condrieu « Les Chaillées de l’Enfer » 2,280

2015 Condrieu « Côteau de Vernon » 2,580

ALAIN VOGE

Henri Voge created the vineyard in the early 20th century. His grandson Alain joined in 1961, 
participating actively at putting the Cornas and St-Peray appellations on the map. Long-term advisor 
Lionel Fraisse is in charge of the Domaine since 2012. 

2016 Saint-Peray « Fleur de Crussol » 980

SOUTH
DOMAINE DES SÉNÉCHAUX

$e history of the domaine now in the hands on the experienced Pradon and Cazes Families dates back to 
the 14th century when the Pope had a summerhouse in Avignon. Made by the Senechaux monks at the 
time, the wines are still made in a traditional way and gain more and more popularity. 

2019 Châteauneuf-du-Pape ( 220) 1,080

Prices in HK$ subject to 10% service charge 
♛ Female Wine Maker 16



Languedoc-Rou!illon (white)

DOMAINE DE BILA-HAUT

$e Company started in 1808 but we can only see the name Chapoutier in 1922. Today, Mathilde and 
Maxime brought a new generation in: Corinne and Michel. $ey perpetuate the long family tradition and 
now have vineyards in several regions of France and other countries. 

2016 Côtes du Roussillon « Occultum Lapidem » 880

ALAIN CHABANON

Alain, who is a well-known boutique winemaker, started farming 17 ha of old vines in 1992. He  works in 
an organic way that can bring the best of his warm land into the bottles. 

2014 IGP Pays d’Oc « Trélans »

OLIVIER PITHON

From the start of his vineyard in 2001, Olivier follows his grandfather and brother and works organically 
in his 23 ha in Calce, South-West. Surrounded by the Mediterranean Sea, the Pyrenees Mountains and the 
Corbieres Mountains, wines benefit from a unique terroir given to us in his bottles. 

2018 Côtes Catalanes « Laïs » 780

( 210)  980

Provence (white)

CHÂTEAU SAINTE MARGUERITE

Facing the Mediterranean Sea, the estate created in 1929 and occupied almost 100 ha, between Toulon and 
Saint Tropez. $e region is gi&ed with exceptional climatic conditions and great soil for the production of 
fine, subtle, authentic wines that have gained Cru Classe classification in 1955. 

2016 Côtes de Provence « Cuvée Symphonie » 780

♛ DOMAINE HAUVE#E

Settled near the post-card village of St-Remi-de-Provence in the Alpilles mountains since 1998, Dominique 
Hauvette is a worldwide reference in natural wine made in Provence. She farms organically her 17 ha 
since 2000 by using concrete e(-shaped vats for the fermentation that makes unique wines. 

2016 IGP Alpilles « Jaspe » 780

Prices in HK$ subject to 10% service charge 
♛ Female Wine Maker 17



China (red)

JADE VINEYARD

Situated on 1,000m altitude in Ningxia, Northern-China. Since 2010, Jade Vineyard has become one of 
the finest Chinese vineyards. Lead by Emma Ding, it produces French style white, rose and red wines from 
Chardonnay, Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot vines.

2017 Jade Vintage 780

2016 Hyacinth 980

2015 Four Seasons 1,580

2015 Aria 1,980

2015 Messenger Reserve 2,680

Taiwan (red)

♛ WEIGHTSTONE VINEYARD ESTATE

In 2010, Ben Yang had the idea of growing new and traditional grape varieties locally with modern 
technolo* to enable the sustainability of local growers. $e 4.6 ha estate, managed by Ben’s daughter 
Vivian, has created truly modern still and sparkling fine wines. 

MV WE by Weightstone « W2 » 1,080

2019 WE by Weightstone « Clairet Bobo 002 » 1,280

Prices in HK$ subject to 10% service charge 
♛ Female Wine Maker 18



Bordeaux (red)

RIGHT BANK
CHÂTEAU GRAND BARRAIL LAMARZELLE FIGEAC

Property of well-known Dourthe group next to Libourne and Pomerol, the estate has 15 ha of unique land 
that delivers delicate and fruity wines, made mainly with violet scented Merlot grape. 

2013 Saint-Emilion Grand Cru 980

CHÂTEAU LA DOMINIQUE

Gwendeline Lucas is the proud director of this 29 ha property, next to Chateaux Cheval Blanc and 
L’Evangile. Named a&er the owner’s love for the Caribbean Island in 1690.

2012 Saint-Emilion Grand Cru 1,280

CHÂTEAU LASSÈGUE

Belonging to the Californian-based   Jackson Family since 2003, the 34 ha in St-Hippolyte village are run 
by Pierre and Monique Seillan. $ey are one of the last winemakers to select French forests to make the 
barrels to mature their very elegant wine. 

2008 Saint-Emilion Grand Cru

2012 Saint-Emilion Grand Cru 1,680

CHÂTEAU LA GAFFELIÈRE

$e 38 ha property has been producing wine since the Roman times, next to Chateau Pavie and Ausone. 
For more than 300 years, it belongs to the Malet-Roquefort family. Leo and his son Alexandre are the 
engineers of the modernisation of the vineyard for the many years to come. 

2006 Saint-Emilion 1er Grand Cru Classé 1,980

CHÂTEAU CERTAN-GIRAUD

Known as Chateau Hosanna since 1999 when bought by Jean-Pierre Moueix, it is renown since the 16th 
century when the May Family planted vines on this unique land, adjacent to Ch. Lafleur to the north, 
Ch. Petrus to the east, Ch. La Fleur-Pétrus to the west and Vieux Château Certan to the south. 

1990 Pomerol 2,480

( 280) 1,480

Prices in HK$ subject to 10% service charge 
♛ Female Wine Maker 19



LEFT BANK
CHÂTEAU CALON-SÉGUR

$e estate was owned by Nicolas-Alexandre, marquis de Ségur who also owned Chateau Latour and 
Lafite. He said "I make wine at Lafite and Latour but my heart is at Calon-Ségur ».  $is is why the wine 
label today has a drawing of a heart around the Chateau's name. 

1990 3eme Grand Cru Classé Saint-Estèphe 4,580

CHÂTEAU PEDESCLAUX

Adjacent to Chateau Mouton Rothschild and Lafite Rothschild, it was created at the beginning of the 19th 
century. $is is a small property that is under the management of Emmanuel Cruze, co-owner of Chateau 
d’Issan. 

2013 5eme Grand Cru Classé Pauillac 1,380

CHÂTEAU LYNCH-BAGES

John Lynch was a descendant of the Tribes of Galway, Ireland who emigrated to Bordeaux in 1691 and 
inherited an estate in the village of Bages in 1749.  Château Lynch-Bages is now managed by Jean-Charles 
Cazes and his family since 1938 who also owns Chateau Haut-Batailley. 

2011 5eme Grand Cru Classé Pauillac 3,480

CHÂTEAU PONTET-CANET

Since 1750, Jean-François de Pontet who was at the court of Louis XV in Versailles as Grand Ecuyer 
(Master of the Horses), the name of the estate is one of the best Grands Crus in Bordeaux. Since 1975, 
cognac merchant Guy Tesseron continues the tradition of excellence. 

Coming end of April 2021

1990 5eme Grand Cru Classé Pauillac 3,280

1994 5eme Grand Cru Classé Pauillac 2,380

1995 5eme Grand Cru Classé Pauillac 2,480

1996 5eme Grand Cru Classé Pauillac 2,980

1998 5eme Grand Cru Classé Pauillac 2,580

1999 5eme Grand Cru Classé Pauillac 2,480

Prices in HK$ subject to 10% service charge 
♛ Female Wine Maker 20



LEFT BANK
CHÂTEAU LAGRANGE

Second wine of Chateau Lagrange launched in 1985, it delivers the best of St Julien’s gravelly soils. Present 
tannins, elegant bouquet with a long persistent finishing in the mouth with a lot of characteristics.

2012 Saint-Julien « Les Fiefs de Lagrange » 880

CHÂTEAU SAINT-PIERRE

Founded in the 17th Century, this 4th Grand Cru Classé was broken up as a result of several inheritances. 
In 1982, through a combination of luck and persistence, Henri Martin managed to re-form the estate as it 
was known in 1855, the year of the famous Bordeaux classification. 

1990 4eme Grand Cru Classé Saint-Julien 2,880

CHÂTEAU BEYCHEVELLE

In the 17th century, the Admiral and first Duke of Épernon became its owner. His reputation was such 
that as boats (Bêcha vêla in Gascon language) passed his estate, they would lower their sails. Becha vela 
means “baisse voile” (“lower the sails”), later became Beychevelle. 

1982 3eme Grand Cru Classé Saint-Julien 5,480

CHÂTEAU GISCOURS

Owned by Mr. Eric Albada Jelgersma since 1995, this 3rd Grand Cru Classé is a blend of 65% Cabernet 
Sauvignon, 30% Merlot and 5% Cabernet Franc. Grapes are fermented in temperature-controlled tanks 
and the wine is aged in small oak barrels (30-40% new) for 18 months. 

2016 Margaux Half Bottle 980

CHÂTEAU MARGAUX

With a unique site occupied since the 12th century, this vineyard belongs to Corinne Mentzelopoulos, 
daughter of a Greek businessman in France since 1960’s. $e Family has saved the famous but neglected 
property, bringing it one of the most admired estates in the world. 

2015 1er Grand Cru Classé Margaux 5,980

CHÂTEAU LATOUR-MARTILLAC

Originating in the 12th, built by the Montesquieu forefathers, the clock tower is the last remaining part of 
the small castle. $e estate is in the hands of the Kressmann Family since 1930. $eir distinct gold and 
sand wide diagonal stripes label was designed in 1934 and  is still using today. 

2014 Grand Cru Classé Graves, Pessac-Léognan 1,280

CHÂTEAU HAUT-BAILLY

On unique soils cultivated since 1430, the Chateau continued to be run by the Bailly family until 1736, 
when an Irishman $omas Barton took the helm. His strong business network brought the French ‘clairet' 
to stardom in England and Ireland. 

2010 Cru Classé Graves, Pessac-Léognan 2,380

Prices in HK$ subject to 10% service charge 
♛ Female Wine Maker 21



Burgundy (red)

CÔTE DE NUITS

♛ CLAIRE NAUDIN

Domaine Naudin-Ferrand is run by Claire Naudin since 1994. She makes wines with 22 ha of land under 
low-intervention methods and responsible agriculture for over 15 years. Les Damodes parcel is on a steep 
hill with 50 to 80 years old vines that produces less than 100 cases per year. 

2015 Nuits-Saint-Georges « Les Damodes » 2,680

DOMAINE TAUPENOT-MERME

Romain Taupenot is the 9th generation to run the domaine. Records show his ancestors practiced 
viticulture in he 17th century. $e domaine came a&er the marriage of his parents, Denise Merme and 
Jean Taupenot in 1963. 

2001 Morey-Saint-Denis « La Riotte » 1,780

GRAF LECOCQ

Founded in Belgium in 1879 by Henri Grafe and his wife Leontine Lecocq, the name is associated with 
mastering wine aging in numerous places. Presented in France for more than 125 years, the savoir-faire is 
on display with Les Suchots. “A remarkable parcel ” that offers a unique wine.  

2007 Vosne-Romanée « Les Suchots » 1,780

DOMAINE DE LA VOUGERAIE

Siblings Jean-Charles & Nathalie Boisset run the estate that was started by their father in 1964:  a mosaic 
of 67 plots over 34 ha, two thirds in Côte de Nuits & one third in Côte de Beaune in 33 appellations. $e 
vineyard is cultivated organically with the philosophy of revealing the excellence in their terroir.

2017 Chambolle-Musigny 1,480

2015 Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru « Les Évocelles » 1,680

DAVID DUBAND

Pierre Duband established the estate in 1965 aiming to produce only for the local market. His son David 
took over in 1991 a&er studying oenolo*, the estate now farms organically 17 ha on 23 appellations 
including Vosne-Romanée, Echézeaux and Chambolle-Musigny.  

2016 Nuits-Saint-Georges « Aux &orey » 1,580

Prices in HK$ subject to 10% service charge 
♛ Female Wine Maker 22



CÔTE DE NUITS

♛ SYLVIE ESMONIN

Known as Domaine Michel Esmonin et Fille until 1998 when Michel officially retired, it now uses the 
name of his daughter Sylvie. It maintains the traditions and innovations  without the use of chemicals in 
the 7.8 ha spread in 7 legendary locations. 

2016 Gevrey-Chambertin Vieilles Vignes 1,480

DOMAINE ARLAUD

Continuing the winemaking tradition in the estate since 1997, the 3rd generation Cyprien Arlaud 
maintains the image of his Family by using traditional methods of culture and winemaking. Since 1942, 
the property has grown to 15 ha spreading in 19 sites. 

2015 Gevrey-Chambertin 1,280

ROBERT GROFFIER

3 generations are working in the vineyard: Robert, his son Serge and grandson Nicolas, taking care of 
their 7 ha of top land vineyard to deliver at the best from their terroir. All the wines have deep colour, 
good structure and persistent tannins to age very well. 

2015 Bonnes Mares 7,580

CÔTE DE BEAUNE
HENRI & PHILIPPE JOUAN

Father Henri and his son Philippe produce elegant wines in their 3 ha in Morey-Saint-Denis, Gevrey-
Chambertin and Chambolle-Musigny. $ey use traditional winemaking methods which result in well-
balanced, complex and delightful wines. 

2015 Côteaux Bourguignons « Cuvée &omas » 780

REMOISSENET

$e Maison was established in 1877 with 13 ha in Beaune and Gevrey-Chambertin. It produces a wide 
range of white and red wines mainly in Premiers Cru with a non-interventionist ethos, sorting all the 
grapes by hand under the control of winemaker Claudie Jobard. 

2017 Beaune 1er Cru « Bressandes »

DOMAINE D’ARDHUY

Situated in the Clos des Langres which is close to the Abbaye de Citeaux, It is a well-known estate since 
the 10th century. $e 45 ha estate spread from Puligny-Montrachet to Corton-Charlemagne and produce a 
wide range of excellent white and red wines. 

2016 Savigny-lès-Beaune 1er Cru « Aux Clous » 980

( 290) 1,580

Prices in HK$ subject to 10% service charge 
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CÔTE DE BEAUNE
J.B. JESSIAUME

Winemaking family for 7th generations in Burgundy, Jessiaumes owns premium plots in around Santenay 
village. It delivers well-balanced and elegant Pinot Noirs. 

2018 Bourgogne « Les Adages » 580

♛ ANNE-FRANÇOISE GROS

Since its creation in 1988 by Anne-Francoise Gros and her husband Francois Parent, the acclaimed 
domaine is a family a,air with children Caroline and Mathias. Situated in Pommard, they also own 
vineyards in Vosne-Romanée, Chambolle-Musigny, Beaune and Savigny-les-Beaune. 

2006 Beaune « Les Boucherottes » 1,380

2004 Pommard 1er Cru « Pezerolles » 1,680

LUCIEN BOILLOT

6th generation of winemakers in Burgundy, Pierre Boillot works in 15 appellations across the region. 
Originally from Volnay and based in Gevrey-Chambertin, he is a master in revealing each terroir’s 
identity and is acclaimed in many countries. 

2014 Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru « Les Corbeaux » 1,380

2014 Pommard 1er Cru « Les Fremiers » 1,480

DOMAINE PARENT

Domaine Parent, 10 ha, located in Pommard run by Anne Parent and her sister Catherine Fages-Parent 
today, representing the 12th generation $ey focus predominantly on Pommard and its 1er Crus. 

2015 Pommard « Les Epenots » 2,280

Jura (red)

♛ BÉNÉDICTE & STÉPHANE TISSOT

Following the heritage of Andre and Mireille Tissot, Benedicte and Stephane now run the 35 ha of the 
Domaine Tissot, producing typical local white and red wines. With a team of 15 people, they extract the 
best of their plots by using organic and traditional methods. 

2018 Arbois « Cuvée DD » 880

JEAN-FRANÇOIS GANNEVAT

He took over the family’s vineyards in 1998 a&er his winemaking experience in Burgundy. He is the 14th 
generation to work on this land. $e local wines are produced by traditional and organic methods and 
aged for a long time in wood barrels & amphora. 

2011 Côtes du Jura « En Billat » 1,780

Prices in HK$ subject to 10% service charge 
♛ Female Wine Maker 24



Loire valley (red)

TOURAINE

XAVIER AMIRAULT

$e Amirault family has lived at Le Clos des Quarterons for over 180 years and created the estate in 1893. 
Today, the 6th generation with brothers $ierry and Xavier with his wife Agnes run the 37 ha in 53 small 
organic plots, mainly of cabernet sauvignon and chenin blanc grapes. 

2017 Saint-Nicolas de Bourgueil « Les Quarterons » ( 190) 880

Alsace (red)

ALBERT BOXLER

$e vineyard’ started in 1673 and is next to Colmar. It is currently managed by Jean Boxler and his wife 
Sylvie. It is planted mainly in Grands Crus areas and on very steep hillsides. It spreads on around 13 ha, 
producing on average 65,000 bottles per year. 

2019 Alsace Pinot Noir 880

JOSMEYER

Lead by sisters Celine and Isabelle Meyer, the 28 ha organic vineyard produce all the traditional Alsace 
grapes in white and red. $e style of the winery is dry and precise. $ey respect the nature and believe 
that“gastronomic wines to be enjoyed with good food”. 

2018 Pinot Noir & Pinot Gris « Cerise sur le Pompon » 780

Prices in HK$ subject to 10% service charge 
♛ Female Wine Maker 25



Rhone valley (red)

NORTH

♛ GEORGES VERNAY

Christine Vernay is the 3rd generation of winemakers since 1937. She runs the 24 ha since 1996 and made 
the vineyard to be renowned across the globe. 

2015 Côte Rôtie « Maison Rouge » 2,780

YVES CUILLERON

Created by Claude Cuilleron, Yves’s grandfather in 1920, the estate has grown a lot and gained worldwide 
acclamation. It has now 75 ha in 7 different appellations in the Rhone Valley. 

2013 Côte Rôtie « Terres Sombres » 1,780

DOMAINE CHATAGNIER

Aurélien started on his own in 2002 a&er several experiences at D. Jamet and D. Villard. Over the time, he 
built a vineyard of around 10 ha across Rhône Valley & has started to farm his vines organically in 2016. 

2018 Saint-Joseph « La Sybarite »

♛ PAUL JABOULET

Founded in 1834, the estate has now more than 100 ha (10 appellations). Since 2006, Caroline Frey is 
taking care of the vines that are the embodiment of the finest wines of the Rhône Valley. 

2006 Hermitage « La Chapelle » 2,880

1999 Hermitage « La Chapelle » 2,980

CHAPOUTIER

Company started in 1808 but it’s been named Chapoutier in 1922. Today, Mathilde & Maxime brought a 
new generation in to join, Corinne and Michel to perpetuate the long family tradition. 

2015 Ermitage « Le Meal » 3,580

MA#HIEU BARRET

$e 20 ha Domaine, created in 1998, is composed of vineyards in hillsides on grounds granitic. Matthieu 
makes high quality wines reflecting this amazing terroir.  

2018 Cornas « Brise Cailloux » 1,080

FRANÇOIS VILLARD

$e vineyard started in the town of St Michel in the Condrieu appellation when the first vine of viognier 
was planted in the spring of 1989. $is worldwide known estate has more than 40 ha of vines in 6 
appellations produces around 400,000 bottles a year. 

2014 Cornas « Jouvet » 1,280

( 210) 1,080

Prices in HK$ subject to 10% service charge 
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SOUTH
LE CLOS DES CAZAUX

Tracing back to the 12th century when the land belonged to the Knights Templar during the Crusades time, 
the 48 ha estate produces around 130,00 bottles per year and is run by the Vache Family today. $ey focus 
on traditional methods.

1999 Vacqueyras « Cuvée des Templiers » 1,080

♛ DOMAINE GRAMENON

Former nurse Michèle Aubery-Laurent and his son Maxime-Francois take care of their 26 ha of old and 
young vines. $ey use sustainable methods of farming and raise their own animals.

2018 Côtes-du-Rhône « La Sagesse » 780

♛ DOMAINE DE LA FONT DU LOUP

Anne-Charlotte Mélia Bachas is the 4th generation of winemakers in this sunny appellation, farming 20  
ha in one piece. Unique is this area. Her ancestors used to see a wolf every morning drinking water from a 
natural fountain at the back of the vineyard. $at is how the name of the estate comes from. 

2016 Châteauneuf-du-Pape « Le Puy Rolland » 1,180

CLOS DES PAPES

High-end Clos des Papes has a long history in the region. Paul Avril who worked to create the 
Chateauneuf du Pape appellation, producing wines since 1896. $e current director is Paul Vincent Avril 
who works since 1988 in the estate 35 ha spreading over 24 separate parcels.

1990 Châteauneuf-du-Pape 4,980

Languedoc-Rou!illon (red)

♛ DOMAINE DE CÉBÈNE

Since 2008, Brigitte Chevalier put the Faugères AOP under the lights with their unique approach. Organic 
practises, low-yield & hand-picked grapes result in rich yet fine wines. 

2015 Faugères « Les Bancels » 780

♛ DOMAINE PEYRE-ROSE

Marlène Soria & her husband bought the property in 1973 as a second home. $ey planted a small 
vineyard in the mid-70 to now have 26 organic ha, mainly Syrah and some Grenache and Mourvèdre. 

2005 Côteaux du Languedoc « Clos des Cistes » 1,780

DOMAINE DE LA GRANGE DES PÈRES

A&er training at some of the best wineries, Laurent Vaillé settled on his own in 1989 with 10 ha of rocks 
hiding an amazing terroir. He sourced his syrah and marsanne from G. Chave, his cabernet from D. 
Trévallon and made an outstanding and rare wine. 

2012 Vin de Pays de l’Hérault 2,880

Prices in HK$ subject to 10% service charge 
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Provence

RED
DOMAINE DE TREVALLON

Floriane and Eloi Dürrbach continue the story started in 1950 with 17 ha of land. Eloi’s father Rene was a 
friend of artists like Fernand Leger, Robert Delaunay or Pablo Picasso that he took some inspirations to 
design colourful labels for each vintage. 

2016 IGP Alpilles 1,880

ROSÉ
CHÂTEAU D’ASTROS

Since the 12th century, Ch. d’Astros (from the planets paintings on the ceiling of the Chateau’s couple) has 
seen a succession of Knights Templar, Malta Knights and a prosperous Marseille family. It is now in the 
hands of the Maurel Family, spreading over 80 ha, making fine rose, white and red wines. 

2019 Côtes de Provence « Minuit Rosé » 580

DOMAINE DES CAMPAUX

Located in a former monastic barn next to the town of St-Tropez since 1934, the 34 ha estate makes some 
of the finest rose wines in Provence from Syrah and grenache grapes. 

2019 Côtes de Provence « Ose Rosé » 780

RICE WINE
LOU GUIZHOU

Olivier Sublett’s family has been producing wines in Saint-Émilion, Bordeaux, since 1822. Reaching 
retirement, he has created the 1st French rice wine. Made from 4 different rice types from the immense 
marsh region of Camargue, it is the cross between white wine and fine Sake. 

NV Le Guishu « Assemblage » 580

Prices in HK$ subject to 10% service charge 
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Sweet  wine

DOMAINE PLOU Loire Valley

Winemakers since 1508 in the same village of Chargé, the Plou Family farms its 75 ha of vines with love 
and care, perpetuation the “Art of winemaking, of converting the grapes into the most incredible 
beverage”. $ey offer fine sparkling, white, red and sweet wines from 6 different grapes. 

2014 Touraine Amboise  « Moëlleux » (50cl)

DOMAINE TRIMBACH Alsace

Since 1626, 12 generations of Trimbach winemakers follow the Family tradition. Today, Hubert Trimbach, 
his nephews Jean and Pierre and daughter Anne runs the estate with the same quest of revealing the best 
of their land and grapes. 85% of the production of their 40 ha vineyard spread over 50 parcels is exported.

1983 Gewurztraminer « Vendanges Tardives » (75cl) 1,380

♛ CHÂTEAU CLIMENS Bordeaux

Since 1547, the famous estate, 1st Growth since 1855, have been through several passionate family owners.  
Latest are the Lurtons, with father Lucien in charge from 1971 and daughter Berenice since 1992. $ey are 
the guardians of the 30 magical ha of the Château. 

2011 1er Cru Classé Barsac (37,5cl) 1,080

♛ CHÂTEAU D’YQUEM Bordeaux

Created in 1593, the Chateau have been associated with excellence and greatness. 1st growth in Sauternes 
appellation since 1855, it has 126 ha and produces 65,000 bottles on a regular year. Under the experienced 
palates of Pierre Lurton and Sandrine Garbay the Cellar Master, the tradition perdures. 

2011 1er Cru Supérieur Sauternes (37,5cl) 4,980

LES CLOS DES PAULILLES Roussillon

$e estate, created in 1800 by the Bernardi Family and now owned by the Cazes, is located a few 
kilometres from the Spanish border, covers 90 ha of valleys and schist terraces, including 63 ha planted 
with 6 different grapes in 3 appellations. 

2006 Banyuls « Rimage » Red (75cl)

YVES CUILLERON (CAVES) Rhône Valley

Created by Claude Cuilleron, Yves’s grandfather in 1920, the estate has grown a lot and gained worldwide 
acclamation. It has now 75 ha in 7 different appellations in the Rhone Valley. 

2016 Roussillière Red (50cl) 580

( 90) 580

( 150) 580

Prices in HK$ subject to 10% service charge 
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Japanese Sake

KIKUSUI Niigata

Since 1881, the Kukusui brewery is recognized as one of the finest of the country, producing a wide range 
of Sake with all the rice varieties from their fertile region. Form low acidity to elegant sweetness, there is 
a sake for every occasion. 

NV Kurakachi Honjoso Dai Ginjo (720ml) 380

NV Sakamai Junmai Dai Ginjo (720ml) 680

NV Kuramitsu Jundai Dai Ginjo (720ml) 1,680

MASUMI Nagano

Since 1662, the Miyasaka Family (meaning “transparency or truth”) has been at the reign of this gem of 
the Sake production. Paying respect to nature and the ingredients like rice, water and yeast, the 
traditional methods of fermenting and brewing are still in use today. 

NV Sparkling « Bottle Fermented » (720ml) 880

Prices in HK$ subject to 10% service charge 
♛ Female Wine Maker 30


